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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0235385A2] 1. Door handle assembly comprising two door handles (10, 10') each with a neck (12, 12') having a square pocket hole for
positively receiving a connecting bolt (14) made up of two half-square spindles (14a, 14b) of identical profiles and substantially rectangular cross
section, off-center longitudinal grooves (34a, 34b) extending over the whole length of either half-square spindles so as to face each other along
collar edges (32a, 32b) between which a thrust portion (22) of a setscrew (20), that is thread-connected with a radial tap-hole (18) of the handle
neck, is adapted to be pressed for wedging the half-square spindles (14a, 14b) in the square pocket hole, wherein the longitudinal grooves (34a,
34b), which are channelled at least approximately rectangular near the collar edge (32a, 32b) of either half-square spindle (14a, 14b), have a lower
or inner transition by way of a bezel (36) or a camber to outer areas (38) facing each other and being flush with the collar edges (32a, 32b), and
wherein the setscrew (20), which is pointed and in particular provided with a cone point (26), includes an enlargement (24) formed as a mandrel,
bead or the like that will back up collar edge material which is cold-worked and laterally displaced as the setscrew is screwed in.
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